Policy Priorities: Why Sexual Delay Should be the Goal in Sex Education...And Why Teen Pregnancy Prevention Isn't Enough

There are significant benefits to the individual who delays sexual debut. Most of these benefits cannot be realized by the teen who becomes sexually active, but uses contraception as a risk reduction method. The research is compelling – and continues to grow – that delaying the age of sexual debut is associated with a variety of protective benefits. While in many cases, the research does not necessarily imply causation; there is an increasingly strong and positive association between sexual initiation and other health and relational risk behaviors that often persist beyond adolescence and far into adulthood – if not for the entire span of one’s life. Public health efforts must vigorously support and prioritize the delay of sexual initiation among youth because teen sex may open the door to other problem behaviors; and because, as noted by Magnusson, “age of sexual debut is an important distal factor which sets a trajectory of risky sexual behavior.” Simply put, the age of sexual initiation matters and merely prescribing Long-acting Reversible Contraception (or LARC) cannot eliminate the inherent risks of teen sex. Frankly, those who claim that teen sexual activity is healthy – so long as each partner consents and no pregnancy ensues – are on the wrong side of science and are promoting a strategy that could compromise the future health and success of youth. Sex education policy that normalizes teen sex, so long as the teen uses contraception is simplistic, naive, and uninformed at best, but harmful at its root.

This section is not exhaustive in its analysis of the large body of research documenting the perils of teen sex, but it does contain a summary of the research. In many of the studies, teen sex is often described as “early” sex, which is usually defined as sexual debut before 15-18 years of age. However, often there are increasing advantages to the individual the longer a person waits to begin having sex, with most optimal outcomes realized for those who wait until after marriage, and who remain faithful to that marriage partner.

Most research on this topic does not address “why” teen sex is associated with so many negative consequences, why teen sexual activity is generally not an isolated risk behavior, nor why this behavior appears to set a troubling pattern for subsequent behaviors. Perhaps teens who become sexually active reject the normal mentoring or “oversight” roles of parents and other adult in their lives, thus increasing additional opportunities for other harmful behaviors. Perhaps the attention of sexually active teens is diverted away from those behaviors that require self discipline and a long-term focus. The research is not adequately clear on causal factors. It is clear, however, that teens who choose to delay sexual initiation also add additional protective benefits to their lives and futures because they are able to invest more of their time and energy into activities which put them on a path for future success. These activities include putting an emphasis on their education, volunteering for community service, nurturing healthy relationships, learning from mentors and plotting a course for their futures. On average, the decisions to engage in teen sex – or to delay sex – are not decisions made in isolation. They have an impact that extends far beyond the risks of pregnancy or infection.

The research is compelling and cannot be easily dismissed. Teen sex is risky behavior. And waiting for sex, preferably until marriage, improves the prospect for positive future outcomes. Specifically, the research reveals that when teens have sex, the following negative life outcomes are more likely to occur, often persisting into adulthood:

- Less likely to use contraception.2
- More likely to experience STI.3
- More concurrent or lifetime partners.4
- More likely to experience pregnancy.5
- Lower educational attainment (and not necessarily linked to pregnancy).6
- Increased sexual abuse and victimization.7
- Decreased general physical and psychological health, including depression.8
- Decreased relationship quality, stability and more likely to divorce.9
- More frequent engagement in other risk behaviors, such as smoking, drinking, and drugs.10
- More likely to participate in anti-social or delinquent behavior.11
- Less likely to exercise self efficacy and self regulation.12
- Less attachment to parents, school and faith.13
- Less financial net worth and more likely to live in poverty.14
- Early sexual behaviors set a pattern for later ones.15

And waiting for sex, preferably until marriage, appears to have the opposite result. Youth who are not sexually active are more likely to enjoy more positive outcomes than their sexually active counterparts. The research is abundantly clear that optimal health expectations move individuals closer to that goal than they would be without the information, skills and encouragement they receive to wait for sex. A cultural shift in expectations regarding sexual health necessitates a uniform message that is consistent with public health protocols for health, bolstered by the compelling research in favor of sexual delay.

Educators must intentionally work to build the internal and external assets of the students they serve so youth are more able and confident to make healthy decisions that avoid the risks associated with teen sex. Sexual risk avoidance education gives research and theory the legs of practicality. This same research proves the transferability of skills important to not only avoid teen sex, but also to improve the likelihood that youth will enjoy life success. Therefore, sex education policy should focus on sexual delay, preferably until marriage. Why? Because the health of youth translates into the health of adults – and families – and our nation. Policy must place optimal health as the desired outcome, with the understanding that every incremental step toward that goal is success.


